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P

roponents of the right-to-die movement

few individuals have actually signed an advance

argue that in certain scenarios, provid-

directive, which suggests a gap between the auton-

ing dying patients with more treatment

omy-centered model of advance care planning and

would increase their suffering (Andorno,

the patient’s desires for end-of-life communication

Biller-Andorno, and Brauer 2009). Given the diffi-

(Hawkins et al. 2005). The legal aspects of advance

culties in objectively determining when providing

directives favor the convergence of specific medical

more treatment becomes harmful, the principle of

treatment preferences in written format; howev-

patient autonomy gained a central role in end-of-

er, it can be daunting for patients to gather all the

life care discussions. It follows the assumption that

necessary information to make accurate predic-

one’s best interests for medical treatment are the

tions (Fagerlin and Schneider 2004). Consequently,

product of personal values instead of medically de-

a substantial minority of patients change their treat-

termined concepts (Lidz and Arnold 1993). This no-

ment preferences over time (Auriemma et al. 2014),

tion also extends to individuals who had their deci-

often without realizing they did so (Sharman et

sion-making capacities circumscribed by illness or

al. 2008). Moreover, ethnographic studies (Shapiro

injury. The use of advance healthcare directives (or

2015; Shapiro 2018) have shown that instead of re-

living wills) allows healthy individuals to express

lying on written guidance, surrogates often refer to

their preferences for different medical treatments,

one’s personality, values, and previously expressed

providing future instructions in case they become

preferences to construct the patient’s best interests

unable to communicate and make decisions for

for end-of-life treatment (Shapiro 2018), thus under-

themselves (Dresser 2003).

mining the importance of advance directives for the
decision-making process. In European countries,

A literature review of 15 empirical studies crossing 10

on the other hand, Andreasen and colleagues (2019)

countries (from Europe, Asia, North America, and the

found that the prevalence of advance directives

Middle East) found that physicians, in general, hold

ranges from 0.1% (Italy) to 76.9% (UK)—in Finland,

positive attitudes towards advance directives, prais-

the same study found that 40.1% of the individuals

ing their use in promoting patient autonomy. Diverse

in long-term care facilities have signed an advance

factors, however, had negative impacts on their atti-

directive. Despite these differences, Finnish physi-

tudes, including religious and cultural background,

cians have expressed similar concerns, such as the

potential legal problems, family opposition, and fear

possibility of patients making a will for the wrong

of increased euthanasia (Coleman 2013). In Finland,

reasons (e.g., depression) or changing their mind af-

a survey found that 92% of physicians had a positive

ter signing the document (Hildén et al. 2004).

attitude towards advance directives (Hildén, Louhiala, and Palo 2004). The most common advantages

Ditto, Hawkins, and Pizarro (2006) reviewed the key

include: promotes patient autonomy and acts as an ice

psychological assumptions supporting the legal and

breaker for discussing the end of life treatment.

ethical arguments for the use of advance directives.
The authors concluded that people will often fail to

Despite the overwhelming support from physi-

predict future treatment preferences because they:

cians, the prevalence of advance directives varies
significantly across countries. In the US, where

(a) have inaccurate beliefs about life-sustaining medi-

these documents were originally introduced, very

cal treatments, (b) fail to appreciate how their current
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physical and emotional state affects their predictions

ideology has imposed limits to medical authority;

about future states, (c) under-appreciate how well

on the other, medicalization (i.e., the process where-

they will cope with serious illness, and (d) weigh cer-

by non-medical problems become defined in terms

tain aspects of information differently when making

of illnesses) has increased the role of medicine as

decisions about immediate and more distant futures.

a mechanism of social control (Conrad 1992). Ac-

[Ditto et al. 2006:493-494]

cording to Conrad (1979), physicians remain the sole
gatekeepers of medical technologies through which

All these critical viewpoints question the idea of

they can secure their role of “experts” during med-

patient autonomy as a robust basis for approaching

ical decision-making (Freidson 1970). Furthermore,

end-of-life treatments. They cast doubt on patients’

the current biomedicalization process has intensi-

agency in taking advantage of the autonomy offered

fied this tension. On the one hand, innovation in

to them, as well as their ability to assess and decide

medical technologies has the potential to advance

on the treatments in an adequate and proper way.

physicians’ authority (Clarke et al. 2003); on the

Such views may account for physicians’ reserva-

other, patients are increasingly regarded as autono-

tions about the use of advance directives that have

mous consumer-citizens (Rose 2013).

been reported in the literature. Perhaps the generally positive attitudes stem from abstract values un-

Contrary to these speculations, however, physicians

derlying the creation of these documents, whereas

express distinctly positive attitudes towards patient

reservations are associated with practical concerns

autonomy and advance directives in questionnaire

surrounding their use. Physicians could also share

studies (Hildén et al. 2004; Coleman 2013). How

these critical views due to their institutionally legit-

should we interpret these results in the face of crit-

imated position in doctor-patient relationships.

ical views questioning the patient’s agency? How
do physicians actually construct patient autonomy

According to Laine and Davidoff (1996), different

when they present evaluating comments about it?

facets of patient-centered decision-making models
have developed at different paces. More specifically,

In this article, we aim to unravel unspoken assump-

whereas medical law and bioethics have advanced

tions about agency underlying physicians’ talk

the notion of informed consent, their universalistic

about patient autonomy. According to Kuczewski

and disembodied way of dealing with ethical prob-

(1996:30), the notion of informed consent presup-

lems fails to address in situ issues surrounding doc-

poses that individuals possess a “sphere of protect-

tor-patient relationships (Lopéz 2004). For instance,

ed activity or privacy, free from unwanted inter-

physicians are responsible for evaluating which

ference”; patient’s autonomy is only possible to the

interactional strategies best fit each patient’s pref-

extent this sphere of privacy is respected. Such a no-

erences in terms of information disclosure and de-

tion resonates with what Emirbayer (1997:284) iden-

cision-making participation (Kiesler and Auerbach

tifies as a substantialist approach to agency, which

2006). As such, despite the advance of bioethics, cer-

regards the individual as a “rational, calculating

tain levels of medical paternalism seem to persist

actor” or “rule-follower” driven by “vital inner forc-

(see, e.g., Légaré et al. 2010; Pollard et al. 2014). If, on

es.” Drawing from a relational approach (Emirbayer

the one hand, the emergence of informed consent

1997; Emirbayer and Mische 1998), we propose in-
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stead that agency is indissoluble from the spatio-

man properties, but they are not the properties of

temporal contexts of action. Actions are not guid-

the proper effective agent. Modern agentic actors

ed by internalized goals abstracted from concrete

involve themselves in all sorts of efforts elaborat-

situations, instead, ends and means are developed

ing their agentic capabilities, efforts that often have

within different ever-changing contexts subjected

only the most distant relation to their raw interests”

to constant revaluation as events unfold.

(Meyer and Jepperson 2000:107). Instead of (more
and more standardized) forms of efficient agency,

We utilize Goffman’s (1986) frame analytical per-

however, they draw attention to the contextual and

spective to discuss how patient autonomy can be

structural embedding of agency by highlighting

constructed not only with an emphasis on agency

that modern agents enact agency for something or

understood as a property of individual actors, but

somebody (“a principal”). According to Meyer and

also on agency seen to be embedded and defined in

Jepperson (2000), a unique aspect of modern acto-

social relations and interactions at the level of ev-

rhood is the construction of actors as authorized

eryday medical practice. We also draw from Meyer

agents for various types of principals, including

and Jepperson’s (2000) theory on the cultural con-

themselves, but as well other social actors, society,

struction of agency to distinguish two modalities of

or abstract ideas and values such as equity, truth, or

agency: agency over and agency for.

economic growth.

Empirically, we analyze interview talk in which

Actors can enact agency for their self-interests

physicians comment on patient autonomy. Instead

insofar as they are also agents for and under the

of measuring standardized responses, we explore

modern cultural system. Meyer and Jepperson

in detail the physicians’ arguments and show how

(2000) reject the notion that one’s interests stem

the expression of positive and negative evaluations

solely from biological or psychological variables;

of patient autonomy is done through approving or

instead, actors adopt interests legitimated by the

reserved stand-taking. Adding a frame analytical

cultural system and institutional practices (i.e., the

reading, we unpack the contextual assumptions of

Hippocratic Oath aims to ensure that physicians

agency the physicians use when evaluating patient

address a patient’s best interests over possible com-

autonomy in end-of-life care.

peting interests). Additionally, modern agents can
take and shift the principles they serve. “A strik-

Agency and Framing

ing feature of the modern system is the extreme
readiness with which its actor participants can act

In social sciences, the agency has often been ap-

as agents for other actors. They can do this, with

proached as agency towards or over something; for

rapidity and facility, as employees and consultants,

example, an ability to influence one’s actions and

as friends and advisors, as voters and citizen”

life circumstances (Bandura 2006). Meyer and Jep-

(Meyer and Jepperson 2000:107).

person (2000) argue that in modern society, the efficient agency is highly valued and modern actors

Physicians, too, can act as agents for different types

are expected to enact and cultivate it. “Helplessness,

of principals including patients, the hospital as an

ignorance, and passivity may be very natural hu-

organization, society, ethical and legal principles
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guiding their professional conduct, and, obvious-

Meyer and Jepperson, however, focus on the cultur-

ly, the physician’s personal interests. In what con-

al macro level, whereas we, in this paper, will target

cerns end-of-life care discussions, physicians act as

micro-level processes with the help of Goffmanian

“death brokers.” They rely on different interactional

theorizing. When people face a new situation, Goff-

strategies to render the dying process culturally ap-

man (1986) explains, they routinely ask themselves:

propriate (Timmermans 2005), which presupposes

“What is going on here?” Through primary frame-

a scope of action embedded in complex agent-prin-

works, individuals organize a social experience

cipal relationships that transcend the doctor-patient

by extracting meaning from aspects of the scene

relationship on its own.

that otherwise would be regarded as meaningless.
Goffman then distinguishes two types of primary

Meyer and Jepperson’s paper represents one way

frames: natural frames and social frames. Natural

to elaborate on a relational view to agency and an-

frames concern “purely physical” acts (Goffman

alyze how the agency is embedded in a social con-

1986:22) to which no intentionality is attributed, and

text. A special feature in their relational theorizing

no human actors steering them are presupposed.

is the central role given to the agency in the mean-

Social frames, on the other hand, presume the ex-

ing of agency for somebody. This aspect of agency

istence of an agent whose intentions, motives, and

concerns agents enacting their agency on behalf,

effort for control direct the event.

or for, somebody or something. It is conceptually
different yet intimately connected with the other

The use of frame analysis, however, is not an un-

side of the agency, agency over or towards something,

problematic one. According to Scheff (2005), it re-

which concerns the agent’s ability to self-regulate

mains one of Goffman’s most elusive concepts, often

and make things happen (see also: Niska 2015).

misunderstood, paraphrased without enough theoretical consideration, or harshly criticized. Among

The very concept of autonomy can be understood

its criticisms, it has been suggested that frame anal-

from the perspective of these two aspects of agen-

ysis concerns a structural approach, and not an in-

cy: first, autonomy as agency towards or over, as

teractional one. Sharron (1981:505), for example, ar-

the ability to execute acts, and second, autonomy

gues that

as the agency for, the ability to act as an (authorized) agent for oneself, and thus to define one’s

By proposing frame as “definable principles that gov-

wishes, values, and interests. However, whereas

ern events,” he [Goffman] implies that the nature of

the notion of agency over provides us with limited

interaction can be arbitrarily decided in advance.

analytical tools to discuss how interests are devel-

These frames do not slide into one another; they

oped and maintained by different actors during an

stand separate and unrelated. Furthermore, they can

interaction, the very process of interest construc-

be classified, rather than constructed in an innovative

tion is central to discussions about how an actor

and unique process of interaction.

may enact agency for different principals. Interest
construction is one way to define a principal for

Scheff (2005), nevertheless, refers to the notion of

oneself, and consequently, attempt to authorize

keying to highlight the interactional features of

oneself as an agent for that principal.

frame analysis. Important to the development of
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Goffman’s theory is the notion that the meaning of

multiple layers of frames, each building upon previ-

primary frameworks can be transformed. Through

ous ones (Goffman 1986). Given this complexity, dif-

the process of keying, the original meaning of

ferent errors are likely to occur during the framing

a framework can be changed, resulting in a differ-

process. In a vague situation, individuals might find

ent interpretation of what is going on. An insult, for

it difficult to distinguish which of two interpreta-

example, may be keyed into a play by asserting that

tions is the correct one; this is what Goffman (1986)

“I was only joking.” Social reality is often consti-

calls ambiguity. Obviously, because framing errors

tuted by mixed class events, perceived as primary

are possible, individuals can disagree about what is

frames and transformed events (i.e., games, rituals,

going on in the situation, accounting for different

practices, etc.). According to Scheff (2005:371), the

versions of what is happening (frame dispute).

notion of keying is “unavoidably social,” it presupposes not only a common focus of attention, but also

Our empirical setting consists of interviews in

mutual awareness between the participants and

which physicians comment on an excerpt from the

their key signs, which are essential to understand

Act of the Status and Rights of Patients of 1992. This

the discourse.

excerpt expresses and represents what we here approach as “the patient autonomy frame,” used to

An example of how framings associate with the two

interpret and make sense of events associated with

sides of agency, discussed earlier, is what Goffman

end-of-life processes and treatments. Therefore, our

calls “regrounding.” This refers to activities per-

immediate analytical target will be how the inter-

formed outside their normal range of participation

viewed physicians respond to the patient auton-

for motives different from those that govern ordi-

omy frame in this kind of interview situation. On

nary actors (Goffman 1986). For instance, Goffman

one level, we will focus on the interviewees’ talk

mentions the practice of shilling adopted in casinos,

as argumentation and rhetoric in which they take

in which a gambler bets using the casino money.

a stance towards the patient autonomy frame and

Instead of betting for personal gain (a motive gov-

present justifications and accounts for their stances.

erning the actions of ordinary gamblers), the shill is

On the other level, we analyze their argumentation

actually trying to engage other players, who other-

as a framing activity in which they maintain or re-

wise would not want to play “head-on” against the

frame patient autonomy.

dealer, to join the table. On the one hand, regrounding means to reframe an act in terms of “agency for.”

Methodology and Methods

It changes the interpretation about whom the act is
meant to serve. On the other hand, the ability to im-

Analysis of Interview Talk as a Way to Study

pose such a reframing attests to the enactment of

Frames and Framing Processes

“agency over”; agency over how other participants
interpret and perceive the act.

Goffman himself analyzed framing as something
that people do when they speak (Goffman 1981;

Keying is reframing. An event once framed may be

1986; Manning 1992), and this is commonplace in

framed again in a different way (reframing); a given

anthropological and socio-linguistic applications

meaning of an act or event is constructed through

of frame analysis (Tannen 1993). These authors of-
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ten focus the attention on how the participants in

how meanings are often constructed through the

a conversation or interaction frame the ongoing ac-

superimposition of frames. Careful analysis of ar-

tivities when personally involved in them. Tannen

gumentation may help to uncover such laminations.

and Wallat (1987), for example, analyze “medical examination” and “medical consulting” as interactive

Interviewees, Interviews, and Context

framings observable through video recordings of
actual doctor-patient discourse. Similarly, an inter-

Finland has an established tradition in accepting

view situation can be studied by analyzing how the

and promoting end-of-life care discussions. In 1971,

participants frame the ongoing interaction between

it became the first country in the world to use a brain

the interviewee and the interviewer (Ensink 2003).

death diagnostic to determine the death of a person
(Hildén et al. 2004). In 1992, the Act on the Status

Following Goffman (1986), however, we contend that

and Rights of Patients laid down patients’ constitu-

events may also be framed by bystanders and other

tional rights, including the right to refuse treatment.

actors who are not directly involved in the events

“She/he may deny treatment or an operation even

being framed. In our case, the interview as such

if it would be necessary to remove a danger to his/

was not a doctor-patient verbal interaction, but the

her health or life” (Ministry of Social Affairs and

interviewed physicians were talking about events

Health, Finland 1992).

occurring within such interaction. Despite sharing
the research interview frame, however, they did not

The interviews were conducted in Finland with eight

simply inform the interviewer about issues associ-

physicians from six specialization areas: anesthesi-

ated with patient autonomy, but actively engaged in

ological pharmacology, nephrology, internal medi-

framing and reframing these issues. What makes

cine, infectology, geriatrics, and pediatrics (Table 1).

their action particularly interesting, of course, is
that besides being occasional bystanders as in the

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants (n=8)

interview situation, the interviewees are also reguSpecialization

Position

Gender

Anesthesiological
pharmacology

Medical director

M

Analyzing argumentation as framing combines

Pediatrics

Pediatrician/Bioethics
lecturer

M

ideas from rhetorical social psychology (Billig 1996)

Nephrology

Head of nephrology
unit

M

Nephrology

Head of nephrology
unit

M

ed and frames disputed, which implies that argu-

Internal medicine

Chief physician

F

mentation about frames is a relevant window for

Internal medicine/
Geriatrics

Physician

M

Internal Medicine/
Infectology

Physician

M

Geriatrics

Physician

F

lar and experienced participants in doctor-patient
interactions through their profession.

with frame analysis (Pesonen and Vesala 2007). As
Goffman (1986) points out, framings can be contest-

framings. Furthermore, one commonplace for supporting a critical stance towards a given framing is
an alternative frame (Pesonen and Vesala 2007). According to Manning (1992), one of Goffman’s aims
was to identify the lamination of frames, that is,
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The main criterion to select the participants was

data, word accentuations, non-verbal expressions

that they had experience with the care of dying

such as laughing, and lengthy pauses.2, 3

patients, having previously encountered advance
directives on their daily practices. We identified

The Nature of Analysis

potential interviewees through our academic network, and after first contacts, a snowball

The analysis started with a careful reading of tran-

technique was used to recruit more participants.

scripts. We then identified and organized all the

Before each interview, physicians received an in-

evaluative stands the interviewees took towards the

formed consent document ensuring their iden-

prompt, as well as the justifications and accounts

tities would remain anonymous, and that the

that they presented to support these stances. After

interviewer would safely store all the audio re-

that, we interpreted all these comments in terms of

cordings. Also, at any time they could contact the

Goffman’s frame analytical concepts and organized

researchers and decline their participation in the

them with regard to frames involved in the excerpt

research; in that case, all stored material would

that the interviewees commented on. Finally, we

be destroyed.

scrutinized what kind of assumptions or versions
of agency the interviewees used and constructed in

The interviews, conducted between October 2016

their comments and framings.

and January 2017, started with an initial query
about the participants’ professional and academ-

The prompt that was presented to the interviewees

ic careers. A prompt (see: Pyysiäinen 2010), con-

consisted of two articles taken from the Act of the

sisting of an excerpt from the Act of the Status

Status and Rights of Patients of 1992. The key point

and Rights of Patients, was used to invite the

in the articles is the patient’s right to refuse given

interviewees to comment on and discuss the pa-

treatments. In a more general view, the Act states

tient’s autonomy principle. The interviewer pre-

the patient’s right to self-determination and auton-

sented the text on a single sheet of paper. The in-

omy. Interpreted through frame-analytical lens-

terviewees were asked to read the text carefully

es, the text is constituted by four layers of frames.

and then were asked to comment on it freely. The

First, at the “bottom” there is a “biological frame”

interviewer played the role of active listener and

in which disease and death are conceived as oc-

made requests for more comments. The discus-

curring without any intentional agent producing

sions over the prompts lasted between 40 and 60

or steering them. The biological frame represents

minutes.

natural frames, a subcategory of primary frames.

1

Second, on top of this, there is a “medical frame”
Following the Finnish Social Science Data Ar-

that introduces the human agent, a professional

chive (2016) guidelines on data integrity, we used

who intervenes with the natural course of events,

a verbatim mode to transcribe the material, including a word-to-word replication of the verbal

The first author conducted and transcribed semi-structured
interviews. The analysis was done jointly by both authors.
2

In the excerpts presented in the analysis, “R” stands for the
interviewer, while “I” stands for the interviewee (followed by
a number to differentiate each one).
3

Altogether three prompts were used, but in this article, we
analyze only the discussions for the first one.
1
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for example, through diagnostic and treatment

life is not simple and, and there are, there are grey

skills. The inclusion of an intentional agent indi-

areas. For example, if a person… is diagnosed with

cates that this frame represents the subcategory

a cancer of something, some other serious disease,

of social frames among primary frames. Thirdly,

he or she may be depressed in the beginning and ex-

another social frame is involved: “the patient au-

press that he or she doesn’t want any care, any treat-

tonomy frame” suggests that the patient can in-

ment, but when the time goes, a few days or a few

terfere with the agency of a medical professional

weeks pass, so, it’s possible that the person changes

regarding the patient’s treatment. Finally, the Act

his or her mind.

itself designates a “legal frame” within which all
the previous frames are nested. This is also a social

Most of the interviewees’ further comments focused

frame as it implies an institutional collective social

on accounting for the reservations. There was vari-

actor responsible for the Act. In the prompt, this

ation and overlap between single interviewees. As

frame creates a topmost level with a communica-

a whole, however, several categories of arguments

tive function of legitimating and highlighting the

could be identified. In the following, we aim to

patient autonomy frame.

show how these different arguments relate to framings involved in the prompt.

In the following section, we display the analysis to
show how our theoretical interpretations connect to

First, while expressing acceptance of patient auton-

the data.

omy promoted by the Act, the interviewees emphasized that the highest authority for physicians, how-

Analysis: Reframing Patient Autonomy

ever, is ethics:

In their immediate comments, all of the interview-

I2: Law is the minimum, and ethics goes beyond that

ees presented two-sided stands evaluating the Act

…. ((The Act)) is a good starting point, but… in real

and patient autonomy positively, but, in the same

life, there are many shades of gray.

breath, making reservations regarding these. The
interviewees said that the text is familiar to them,

The interviewees referred to the Hippocratic Oath

well prepared, and addresses important issues.

and stressed that the ethical imperative to safeguard

Some said it corresponds well with everyday prac-

a patient’s life overrules other values and interests.

tices in the field. To these positive evaluations, how-

Thus, the ethical frame, not explicit in the prompt,

ever, the interviewees always attached “but” or “on

was introduced. Although the legal frame was not

the other hand.” Here is one example:

questioned as such, it was placed within this ethical
frame. The point was that the ethical, not the legal,

78

R: Ok, so what do you have to say about that?

frame actually legitimates medical actors. Interest-

I2: Well… (sigh), it’s, eh… It’s quite easy to agree with

ingly, interviewees did not discuss patient autono-

these texts, and I think, er, they have been very well

my as an ethical principle, although this would be

prepared, so, hmm. Basically, if an adult, and a sane

quite an evident possibility in some other contexts.

person, refuses any treatment, so we should obey or

Furthermore, via the Hippocratic Oath, the ethical

we should honor the will of the patient. But, of course,

frame authorizes the medical expert as an agent to
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serve the interests of the patient, and in a way de-

that the patients may be severely depressed or in

fines these interests.

a psychotic state of mind so that they are not able to
make choices about treatment.

Second, regarding the patient autonomy frame, the
interviewees brought out constraints and weak-

In all, the comments that directly targeted the pa-

nesses in the patient’s agency. One interviewee (I3)

tient autonomy frame presented the patient’s agen-

made a general claim that the growing emphasis on

cy as constrained, vulnerable, unstable, and weak.

patient autonomy in recent decades has occasional-

In this way, the biological frame and the medical

ly gone too far at the expense of other values. Oth-

frame were brought to the fore, and the patient au-

erwise, the comments focused on concerns that are

tonomy frame was pushed into the background.

more specific. It was argued that many patients do

The comments downplaying the patient autonomy

not want to engage in decisions over treatment:

frame appear to challenge the patient’s agency both
in the sense of the ability to act as an agent making

I3: Of course, I have nothing against autonomy as

judgments over medical treatments and in the sense

such, but when I think of patients… the first ques-

of patients acting as a principal defining their inter-

tion… the patients have, is not, “Can I make decisions

ests on which such judgments may be based. This

about my life?” [R: Uhm]. The first question, proba-

line of reasoning suggests that physicians are more

bly, usually is, “Can you help me?” The more serious

credible agents who can evaluate the patients’ best

the condition is, the less I think the patient usually is

interests, and act on their behalf.

interested in, whether he or she can make decisions

Thirdly, and closely connected with comments

about life.

highlighting limitations and weaknesses in the
Here, the interviewee leans on the biological frame

patient’s agency, the interviewees also presented

to highlight the relevance of the medical frame, sug-

comments emphasizing that respecting a patient’s

gesting that the more serious the patients’ condition

self-determination does not exclude responsibilities

is, the more prone they are to prefer physician’s in-

and the physician’s agency. Conforming to the eth-

terference instead of insisting upon their autonomy.

ical frame, mentioned earlier, these responsibilities

This is an example of a medical expert actually de-

include not abandoning the patient, or not causing

fining what the patient’s interests are.

harm:

Further, the decision-making capacity was said to

I1: We want to respect the patients’ right to self-deter-

decrease in the course of progressing diseases for

mination. On other hand, the respectation of self-de-

numerous reasons. Patients may not have enough

termination does not exclude the responsibility of the

or proper information about their condition and the

doctors, of the doctor when it comes to treatment, and

available treatments. This may be caused by the pa-

the implication is that of the patients’ or physician’s

tients’ tendency to deny their situation or it may be

[extreme] experience. Example, if the patient would

because of the stressed patient’s difficulty in focus-

like to have, hmm, a medicine which, which is known

ing and making a mental note of what the physician

to be harmful to the patient, it is the doctor’s respon-

is saying. There were also comments pointing out

sibility not to deliver this medication to the patient,
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no matter that would be according to the [patient’s]

involved in the decision-making process come to

self-determination.

an agreement on their roles in the agent-principal
relationship. Next, we will explore this fourth sub-

The excerpt again demonstrates an overarching pat-

category of comments accounting for the reserved

tern in the data: patient autonomy is accepted, but

stands to the prompt.

the extent to which a patient may exercise this autonomy is seen as restricted by both biological fac-

The interviewees pointed out that physicians should

tors and ethical imperatives. The interviewees also

provide patients with information and understand-

maintained that in the medical faculty, the physi-

ing regarding their condition and available treat-

cian is ultimately in command:

ments. This was said to be realized through conversation:

I1: It is yet imperative that it is the physician who
decides. Hmm. Which treatment will be given in the,

I1: The number one is always discuss, and discuss,

in the medical facility, and, hmm. Of cour… --- In

and discuss. And provide, er, knowledge which is

that facility, the doctor is in charge. Suddenly, the

needed for the decision-making. If the doctor—if

individual patients are able to make, make their own

I know as a doctor, if there is a conflict in this issue,

choices, for example, alternative treatments—what-

from my point of view, it is always very important to

ever we mean with alternative treatments. Also, in

document that in the records, in the medical files of

these, in these cases, we would like to have such an

the patient, that there’s a disagreement on a certain

environment in communication that the patients

matter.

could, and should tell about their own choices to the
doctors, too.

Most of the interviewees presented descriptions of
discussions with patients to illustrate how treatment

Thus far, we have seen how the presented comments

decisions are embedded in an ongoing interaction.

stress deficiencies in the patient’s agency and the

In some cases, they highlighted how discussions

profound role of the medical actor’s agency. We may

enable physicians to enact their agency to steer the

interpret this as turning the mutual positions of the

patient’s decisions. In the course of the discussion,

medical frame and the patient autonomy frame up-

the patient may become convinced of viewpoints

side down compared to how these were originally

based on the physician’s expertise, and get a feeling

present in the prompt, pushing the latter into the

of being heard and receiving due attention, so that

background and lifting the former to the front.

the situation will be favorable for the physician “to

However, it must be stated that, in their comments,

sell their ideas,” as the phrasing in the next example

the interviewees did not only evaluate these frames

shows:

against each other. They also combined and reconciled the two frames so that instead of two separate

I5: So you really let them tell their story, their views,

frames a broader social frame appears, which focus-

their points, you make some questions, they have

es on the interaction and fit between the patient and

many questions about what has been done, or from

the medical actor. Given the importance of interest

the past year even. You might even have to start from

construction, it becomes imperative that the actors

twenty years ago, when someone died in the family
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and it really was a bad experience, you have to hear

I5: ((reading the prompt)) Ok, yeah. “Patient’s right

that first. But, then, you understand what’s the prob-

to self-termination,” yes, I know this, yeah… It’s

lem, what’s the fear in the family; they are afraid of

very nice this mutual understanding, what it really

the same thing happening again, so you get the ba-

means and how you’ll get it. That’s the key issue here.

sics. Then, after that discussion, you get the idea of

So that’s the key of the communication, people have

how the situation seems, how they feel. Then I always

the right to refuse, but we have the responsibility

say examine your patients, so, listen to the heart, try

to talk so that they understand what they are doing

to touch the patient, so you really concentrate. And

and what are the consequences, and things that hap-

then, after that, you can sit down and sell whatever

pen. And sometimes it’s not so easy. But, they can’t

ideas you have, because people they feel that they

demand treatment that the doctor thinks it’s more

have been heard, they have been, er, really taken seri-

harmful than good. That can be sometimes, that’s

ously, they have their time with the doctor, and then

more difficult with the relatives actually than with

you, then you get this mutual understanding. Then

the patients themselves in palliative care …. But, it’s

the doctor originally tells what he or she thinks, it’s

the relatives who really… sometimes pushing, that

good or it’s bad. Usually people, they, listen.

something, this or that, should be done. Then it is a lot
of talks and [reinsurance], why we can do that, or why

Besides a way to influence the patient, the inter-

it might be harmful, ‘cause… their belief in medicine

viewees also depicted discussions as manifestations

and their trust in medicine sometimes is… is amazing

of collaboration in which the physician supports the

how people think that we must have something to do

patient’s agency, and they produce the decisions

still in our back pocket, and, well, we haven’t beaten

jointly. The interviewees stressed that the choice of

death yet. That’s difficult. But, it’s, yeah, that’s the key

treatment is not always a simple issue. Concerning

issue, mutual understating that’s what we try to do.

dialysis, for example, not all patients benefit from it,
and it may even add to the patient’s suffering. Thus,

The interviewees often stressed that there are gray

it is not only so that the physician would be trying to

areas and difficult issues involved in the notion of

persuade the patient to accept the treatment. Rath-

patient autonomy. Our interpretation is that these

er, the physician may aim to shed light on the pros

emphases capture well not only the notion of the de-

and cons of different alternatives and, in this way,

ficiency of the patient’s agency, but also the ambig-

assist the patient in making realistic and clinically

uousness of the interaction between the physician

informed judgments of treatments.

and the patient. Within the frame of social interaction, the idea of patient autonomy appears somewhat

The social interaction frame was not evident in the

blurred because the patient’s agency is embedded in

prompt, although one sentence of the Act states that

the interaction where the events are not necessari-

the patient has to be cared for “in mutual under-

ly attributable to any single actor alone. Hence, the

standing with him/her [the patient].” Indeed, one of

interviewees’ reserved stands are very understand-

the interviewees did pay attention to this sentence

able even though they evaluated patient autonomy

in a way that illustrates our analytical conclusion

positively as such. To this perhaps it should be add-

about the social interaction frame emerging in the

ed that the ambiguous nature of interaction may,

data:

at least in part, result from the fact that it is often
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difficult to say when the negotiation concerns de-

contextual embedding of agency construction by

fining and deciding the proper medical treatments

showing that physicians construct agency not only

and when it concerns defining the patient’s interests

in terms of agency over something, but also agency

and therefore the nature of the patient as principal.

for something or somebody (Meyer and Jepperson
2000; Niska 2015; Shapiro 2018).

In addition to physician and patient, the social interaction frame may involve actors close to the pa-

Although the interviewed physicians considered

tient, for example, family members, relatives, or

the notion of patient autonomy a valuable guideline

friends (“loved ones”). Several of the interviewees

for end-of-life care discussions, they concentrated in

mentioned these actors in passing; in particular in

presenting reservations and elaborating on these. In

conjunction with the fourth category of comments

this regard, our results are in line with the previous

mentioned previously. Patients’ loved ones may

literature about physicians’ attitudes, which report

present demands, questions, and criticism about

critical remarks alongside a generally positive at-

treatments and medications. They can try to speak

titude (Hildén et al. 2004; Coleman 2013). Through

for the patient, and they have their worries over the

analyzing qualitative interview data we showed

well-being of the patient. Thus, the involvement of

how approving and reserved stands may coexist in

loved ones adds complexity to the social interaction

a talk in such a way that the reserved arguments

frame. It means that additional agents, acting for the

actually occupy the main role. Indeed, the variety

patient, appear on the stage trying to define the pa-

of reserved arguments in our data seems to cover

tient’s interests.

well the doubtful arguments towards advance directives, reviewed by Ditto and colleagues (2006).

Discussion

Likewise, they suggest certain levels of paternalism
still permeate medical decision-making (Laine and

In this paper, we applied a relational view to agency

Davidoff 1996; Kiesler and Auerbach 2006; Légaré

and assumed agency to be something constructed

et al. 2010; Pollard et al. 2014). We do not, however,

and defined in relations and processes rather than

claim statistical generalizability of a reserved tone

a fixed disposition of separate actors (Emirbayer

in physicians’ talk, but instead wish to draw atten-

1997). We analyzed physicians’ talk as a process in

tion to how this tone was constructed in the course

which they construct versions of the patient’s agen-

of interviews with the physicians, and further, what

cy and the physician’s agency through the active re-

assumptions about agency were involved in this

framing of the notion of patient autonomy. The rela-

process. The presented frame analysis was conduct-

tional approach made it possible for us to show how

ed to these ends.

physicians can maneuver a constellation of frames
(Goffman 1986) and thereby define the patient’s

Our analysis uncovered how the interviewees ac-

agency as weak and vulnerable in relation to the

tively reframed the constellation of frames involved

biological condition, and ethically legitimated agen-

in the prompt presented to them. By nesting patient

cy of the medical expert, but as well concerning the

autonomy within biological and medical frames

ongoing interaction and negotiations between the

they, on the one hand, questioned the patient’s

patient and other actors. We further highlighted the

agency, and, on the other, highlighted the superi-
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ority of the physician’s agency based on expertise.

the patient’s best interests, besides enacting profes-

Thus, whereas the process of medicalization is of-

sional proxy agency (Bandura 2006) on behalf of the

ten discussed at a macro cultural level, elaborating

patient. Interestingly, physicians are positioned as

on the use of the biological and medical frame al-

an agent for patients, but this agency is authorized

lowed us to grasp how medicalization operates at

by a principal higher than the patients themselves.

an interactional level—that is, it demonstrates that
physicians rely on their professional knowledge to

Our data attests agency of the interviewed physi-

render aspects of patient’s autonomy a medical is-

cians in the sense of an ability to use talk to reframe

sue (Conrad and Schneider 1980). It also exemplifies

patient autonomy in delicate yet determined and

how tensions between competing cultural discours-

credible ways so that the patient’s autonomy is not

es (i.e., medicalization vs. bioethics) are elaborated

negated or rejected, but is somehow constructed as

at the grassroots level.

vulnerable and deficient in comparison to that of the
physician’s agency. A further indication of the agen-

The use of autonomy as a tool to debate about so-

tic use of framing in the interviews was the use of

cial power positions is familiar in other contexts,

an interaction frame to reconcile the patient’s auton-

as well (Stock and Forney 2014). In our data, we de-

omy and medical frame into a broader frame. In this

tected two constructions of patient autonomy. Both

broader frame, decisions evolve through interaction

were present in the formulations of the reserved

and negotiations between the patients, medical ac-

comments pinpointing deficiencies in the patient’s

tors, and possibly also the patient’s loved ones.

agency. On the one hand, the comments contested
the patient’s agency over the treatments, namely,

Our analysis applied the idea of elementary social

the patient’s ability to understand, assess, and make

frames as either built around single actors (individ-

decisions about medical options and issues. On the

ual or collective) making things happen or around

other hand, they questioned the patient’s agency as

the collection of actors in interaction, drawing di-

an agent for oneself—one’s ability to define one’s in-

rectly from Goffman’s (1986) frame analysis. The

terests.

results of our frame analysis could be further reflected upon from the perspective of attribution re-

The latter construction resonates, for example, with

search, where the tendency to make sense of events

the idea that patient autonomy transcends its instru-

by attributing their causes to individual actors is

mental value so that individuals self-directing the

a well-established conclusion regarding everyday

outcomes of their lives is a value in itself, regard-

thinking (Ross 1977). Attributing events to relations

less of the outcomes (Lidz and Arnold 1993). Our

and interaction have gained much less attention, al-

interviewees, however, reframed patient autonomy

though studies are suggesting that people are quite

by using an ethical frame suggesting that the phy-

capable of making relational attributions as well, at

sician is enacting agency for the abstract ideals of

least if this is functional in their profession (Eber-

medicine as an institution (Hippocratic Oath). This

ly et al. 2011; Vesala, Anderson, and Vesala 2017).

further legitimates the physician’s expertise and au-

In this light, the use of an interaction frame by

thorizes physicians to act as agents for patients. The

our interviewees attests a degree of depth in their

agent position includes defining and interpreting

argumentation, although we did not elaborate on
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different types of interaction frames (Tannen and

others, they could assist the patient. In both cases,

Wallat 1987) in our data. Moreover, contrary to the

the patient’s autonomy was constructed as an agen-

argument that Goffmanian frame analysis consti-

cy deeply embedded in social processes, instead of

tutes a structural approach in which frames stand

a fixed mental capacity. Yet we should remember

unrelated to each other (Sharron 1981), our analysis

that our interviewees also presented general com-

of interview talks demonstrates how physicians ac-

ments expressing approval of patient autonomy,

tively coordinate different, and often contradictory,

pointing out that the patient’s will and decisions

frames while constructing the patient’s agency.

should be respected and obeyed.

Our interviewees used the interaction frame to tack-

Conclusion

le the ambiguous and open-ended nature of social
encounters and negotiations between the patient

Previous studies (Ditto et al. 2006) found that pa-

and the medical actor. On the one hand, the inter-

tients have limited psychological resources to as-

action frame acknowledges patients as principals

sess their situation and adequately choose between

whose interests should be served and who should be

different end-of-life care treatments; such findings

heard as agents for themselves. On the other hand,

seem to challenge the central role that the notion

when using the interaction frame, the interviewees

of patient autonomy has in bioethics. Similarly, our

depicted a process in which the interests and will of

analysis of physicians’ talk showed that despite gen-

the patient are negotiated by participating social ac-

eral approval of patient autonomy, they reframed

tors—actors who are potentially also serving other

this autonomy in ways that question patient’s abil-

principals besides the patient. In such a framing, the

ities to define their interests. However, departing

patient’s autonomy is constructed as the agency in

from the notion that autonomy, or agency, concerns

the sense of participating in a negotiation or having

an inner property of patients, our findings have

a voice in a discussion. This deviates clearly, for ex-

shown how physicians also reframe patient auton-

ample, from autonomy understood as the sovereign

omy in terms of interaction in which patient agency

private ability to define one’s interests. As pointed

appears as participation in negotiations during end-

out by Frank and colleagues (1998), autonomy dis-

of-life care decision-making. As such, our findings

course does not account for all the variation in end-

have implications concerning the relationship be-

of-life care preferences; instead, it is necessary to

tween doctors, patients, and family members during

supplement such discourses with relationship dis-

end-of-life care decision-making. As far as the use

courses.

of advance directives is concerned, such documents
must function as discussion starters. We propose

By using the interaction frame the interviewees

that these documents could be part of an ongoing

constructed the physician’s agency as interpreting

dialogue between the many stakeholders invested

the patient’s will and interests, and as managing

in the process. Recognizing agency as a relational

the negotiations between themselves, the patient,

accomplishment may help conciliate the efforts of

and potentially the patient’s loved ones. In some

right-to-die movements in promoting the value of

comments, the physician’s ability to influence the

self-determination without circumscribing the role

patient through negotiation was stressed, while in

of physicians and family members.
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